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How to have multiple cameras on microsoft teams

Most recommended: If you plan to record an annotations, we would recommend you to use an external webcam that can be placed to capture your annotation area (in ceiling mode). During Team recording, you can switch between webcams. For example: when preparing a lecture summary using a
position-built camera to capture the presenter, and when writing an annotation shifts to the camera is placed to capture an annotation. Contact DTS if you want to request a document camera or mount a camera. More information can be found on the Assisted Recording Room page. Start a Microsoft
Teams meeting as a organizer in the desktop app. Place both webcams (one presenter faces and others to capture the annotation area or surrounding view) Start recording a meeting Switch between cameras during recording When finished, stop recording and go to Stream to view the recordings
Decodes recordings if needed and share recordings Figure 1: Quotes show how to switch between webcams Figure 2: Create your own webcam mountain Figure 3: Webcam recordings in ceiling mode capture annotations. Note: When capturing annotations, some cameras don't support ceiling mode
when used with MS Teams. Don't worry if the written text or diagram captured by your camera looks upside down as you record. They will be displayed correctly in the finished recording. Most recommended: If you plan to record an annotations, we would recommend you to use an external webcam that
can be placed to capture your annotation area (in ceiling mode). During Team recording, you can switch between webcams. For example: when preparing a lecture summary using a position-built camera to capture the presenter, and when writing an annotation shifts to the camera is placed to capture an
annotation. Contact DTS if you want to request a document camera or mount a camera. More information can be found on the Assisted Recording Room page. Start a Microsoft Teams meeting as a organizer in the desktop app. Place both webcams (one presenter faces and others to capture the
annotation area or surrounding view) Start recording a meeting Switch between cameras during recording When finished, stop recording and go to Stream to view the recordings Decodes recordings if needed and share recordings Figure 1: Quotes show how to switch between webcams Figure 2: Create
your own webcam mountain Figure 3: Webcam recordings in ceiling mode capture annotations. Note: When capturing annotations, some cameras don't support ceiling mode when used with MS Teams. Don't worry if the written text or diagram captured by your camera looks upside down as you record.
They will be displayed correctly in the finished recording.
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